Dr. David Solnick, president of the Georgia Institute of Technology, presided at the opening ceremony.

OPEN HOUSE TO BE GIVEN ON FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 18

The Open House to be given on Friday, February 18, with an all-day open house for students, faculty and families. The dining hall will be served to all guests at 50 cents each from 11 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. In order to take care of the crowded expected to partake of this special lines. The coupon will be found on the cafeteria lines can obtain table service in both the ODK and "T" Rooms at slightly higher prices.

A. R. Beres, manager of the dining hall, also announces that the ODK Banquet Hall and the new "T" Room will be available to students, faculty, staff members, and their families for lunch and dinner weekly from 11 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. In addition, groups of students and faculty may engage either the ODK Banquet Room for diners accommodating up to 100 or the "T" Room for diners accommodating up to 200 people.

Finally, Beres praises the students and faculty for their contribution to the success of the new facilities and more efficient equipment, the dining hall.

Students Hear Major Ryan

By Homer Pittman

Employing his knowledge of situations gathered while on duty in Berlin, Major Peter J. Ryan addressed the body Thursday on the subject, "The armies of the Army and Navy R.E.V.C."

Major Ryan was virtually a one-man unit. His speech was sponsored by the Graduate Club.

At the very inception of his talk, the major launched into the opinions expressed in his talk were his own and not those of the Army. He began by discussing the recent incident of the five British planes shot down over Palestine in the fighting between Palestine and Egypt. "The planes," he said, "were Messerschmitts which were sold to the Greeks by Osbeck-Volaxh, Czechoslovakia, is controlled by Russia."

Major Ryan brought out that there are two big problems involved in the Palestine question. These are the problems of Russian interference which is a comparatively recent development and English interference which has been present since 1918. "Palestine is only a sixth of the

DramaTech will raise the curtain Friday night at 8:30 on its first performance of 1949, "Petrified Forest," by Robert Sherwood, to bring to Georgia Tech's students and friends the first drama to be presented by the thespians since the dramatic club's formation.

The O'Keefe High School auditorium will be the scene for the Friday and Saturday night performances while such notable actors as Joe Smith and Ken Brown, who have supplied the material in previous DramaTech productions, perform. Performances will be held at a bit of spice to the play as it would well behove the patron world in the desert cafe, which is the scene of the play. However, "The Petrified Forest," is a true slice of life play.

The situation becomes a character study and a study of the philosophy of a notorious gangster, a philosopher, a harried husband, an athlete, and a general example of the times at large by Billy the Kid.

The part four weeks of hard, continuous work and planning by the students, staff property men, stage specials, special effects piles of envelopes, and we are ready to present the musical comedy, "The Petrified Forest." The show is being held in the new 200-seat dining hall, also announces that both the ODK Banquet Hall and the new "T" Room will be available to students, faculty, staff members, and their families for lunch and dinner weekly from 11 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. In addition, groups of students and faculty may engage either the ODK Banquet Room for diners accommodating up to 100 or the "T" Room for diners accommodating up to 200 people.

B. R. Beres, manager of the dining hall, also announces that both the ODK Banquet Hall and the new "T" Room will be available to students, faculty, staff members, and their families for lunch and dinner weekly from 11 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. In addition, groups of students and faculty may engage either the ODK Banquet Room for diners accommodating up to 100 or the "T" Room for diners accommodating up to 200 people.

Finally, Beres praises the students and faculty for their contribution to the success of the new facilities and more efficient equipment, the dining hall.

Students Hear Major Ryan

By Homer Pittman

Employing his knowledge of situations gathered while on duty in Berlin, Major Peter J. Ryan addressed the body Thursday on the subject, "The armies of the Army and Navy R.E.V.C."

Major Ryan was virtually a one-man unit. His speech was sponsored by the Graduate Club.

At the very inception of his talk, the major launched into the opinions expressed in his talk were his own and not those of the Army. He began by discussing the recent incident of the five British planes shot down over Palestine in the fighting between Palestine and Egypt. "The planes," he said, "were Messerschmitts which were sold to the Greeks by Osbeck-Volaxh, Czechoslovakia, is controlled by Russia."

Major Ryan brought out that there are two big problems involved in the Palestine question. These are the problems of Russian interference which is a comparatively recent development and English interference which has been present since 1918. "Palestine is only a sixth of the

OMITTED ALPHABET PI MU MEN

The following men were inductively elected from the list of Alphabet Pi Mu charter members in the last issue of The Technique:

Burford Brook, Bill Cranberry, Allan Thomas, and Bill Wilson.

Beauties Sought For Engineers' Ball

By Homer Pittman

The beauty contest for the Engineers' Ball to be held on April 23 is to be made up of candidates put up by Georgia Tech students in addition to those chosen by the Omicron Tau Beta Pi sponsored Engineers' Day Celebration. All women in the class will be eligible to enter the contest. The only requirement is that she attend the Engineering Works party, but it is not a student in one of the schools named above. The first place winner will be given a check, once every term, over the aggregate points he wishes to drop.

The proposed revisions to the Extra-Curricular Point System were published in The Technique on January 28 at the request of the council so that the student body might understand the change in the constitution and By-Laws. The Rules Committee will make a report on the additions and suggestions were similarly solicited at the request of the committee.

The system as revised will become effective at the start of this year's summer quarter, and all students will be governed in all extra-curricular activities by the Constitution and By-Laws. The Rules Committee will make a report on the additions and suggestions were similarly solicited at the request of the committee.

The system as revised will become effective at the start of this year's summer quarter, and all students will be governed in all extra-curricular activities by the Constitution and By-Laws. The Rules Committee will make a report on the additions and suggestions were similarly solicited at the request of the committee.

The system as revised will become effective at the start of this year's summer quarter, and all students will be governed in all extra-curricular activities by the Constitution and By-Laws. The Rules Committee will make a report on the additions and suggestions were similarly solicited at the request of the committee.

The system as revised will become effective at the start of this year's summer quarter, and all students will be governed in all extra-curricular activities by the Constitution and By-Laws. The Rules Committee will make a report on the additions and suggestions were similarly solicited at the request of the committee.
 Theta Chi Is First to Reach W. S. S. F. Goal; Collects 130%  

Theta Chi has jumped to the lead in the World Student Service Drive. Its members are urged to turn in all contributions to Miss Hawes at the YMCA desk as soon as possible. Dr. C. C. Lewis reports that a total of $2015.15 has been collected from the fraternity.

Over 100%  

Organizations and fraternities which have topped 100% of their goals include the following:

- Theta Chi: 130%
- YMCA Cabinet: 56%
- Parishing Rifles: 51%
- I.R.C.: 35%
- Eta Kappa Nu: 28%
- Sigma Chi: 28%
- Chinese Club: 14.7%
- Newman Club: 14.5%
- Phi Kappa Phi: 14.4%
- I.S.O.: 14.0%
- Kappa Sigma: 12.5%
- H.R.U.: 11.5%
- DramaTech: 11.4%
- S.A.M.: 10.9%
- Scotch & Blade: 10.0%
- Tau Kappa Epsilon: 10.0%
- Wesley Foundation: 10.0%

Other Colleges Say—

L.S.U. Males Tour Women's Dorms as Co-Eds Entertain

By Bill Dean

The Daily Reveille of LSU brings word of a new food fest started in the women's dormitory. The girls entertained "at home" by holding an open house. Curious males trapped the women with candy, cake and soft music in rooms which they stopped by to inspect. They were able to pick the rooms with the best food by looking for ribbons tucked on the doors of the rooms which indicated winners in the contest held by the home economies majors.

It seems that one member of the staff of The Carleton, of Carlton College, Canada, is having a severe housing problem for himself and his "family." This reporter was thrown down a flight of stairs by his landlady who refused to let him keep a pet goat in his room. The young man said that after a few more rights he expects to receive his wings.

The Michigan State News carries a picture of a filling station owner waiting to inspect. They were able to pick the rooms with the best food by looking for ribbons tucked on the doors of the rooms which indicated winners in the contest held by the home economies majors.

The Wisconsin Badger Quarterly also reports knitting in class to become the trend of the day. The knitters are made up of course. At first, the professor didn't seem to like the idea. They thought it was to impress boyfriends, but when the girls explained that the knitting was to be contributed to charity, a new light was seen and the go-ahead signal was given. Maybe that would be better than sleeping in class.

Tech Visited by Legion Commander, P. Brown

Mr. Perry Brown, National Commander of the American Legion, stepped off in Atlanta on Friday on the way from Savannah to Washington in order to visit Georgia Tech. In the short time available between planes, he was shown around the campus by President Blake R. Van Leer. Following the tour, he conferred briefly with Dean Phil B. Narmore, Director Leslie F. Zsuffa. Mr. Brown stated that in his travels throughout the United States he heard so much about Georgia Tech and its achievements that he decided to see it in person.

Commander Brown asked about American Legion plans, he said that more and more emphasis was being placed on service to World War II veterans, many of whom are already filling some of the top positions in the organization. In conclusion, Commander Brown stated that Georgia Tech and its Air, Military and Navy ROTC Units were to be congratulated.
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Smoke a LUCKY to feel your LEVEL best!

Luckies' fine tobacco picks you up when you're low... calms you down when you're tense!

Lucky Strike Means Fine Tobacco—mild, ripe, light tobacco that makes a thoroughly enjoyable smoke. No wonder more independent tobacco buyers and watchmen—smoke Lucky Strike regularly than smoke the next two leading brands combined.

Light up a Lucky! Luckies' fine tobacco picks you up when you're low, calms you down when you're tense. Get a carton and get started today!
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The Theta Chi's have now attained 130% of their goal. Thus they are the first to cross the vaunted 10% mark.

Total W.S.S.F. contributions now equal $1,290.59. The "in kind" contribution of Theta Chi is valued at $252.00. "In kind" contributions as well as cash contributions will be included in the totals toward the trophy. The campaign officially closes on February 19.

John Askew Elected President, Smith Unit, ISO Organization

John H. Askew has been elected president of the newly organized Smith Unit of the Independent Students Organization at Georgia Tech. At the first regular meeting, held February 9th, at 7:30 p.m., in the dormitory lounge, fifty-one charter members selected Askew to serve as their chief executive until the end of the spring quarter.

Other officers elected by the organization include Myren D. Holliman, vice-president; Vernon R. Cowley, secretary; G. Emaru Breedlove, treasurer; Leroy Ellison, representative to the I.S.O. Council.

Considerable interest in the future activities of the unit was demonstrated by spirited discussions among those members present. However, the group deferred taking definite action until a copy of the regulations and by-laws of the parent organization could be obtained.

The president named February 15th as the date for the next meeting.

The president named February 15th as the date for the next meeting.

Tech Visited by Legion Commander, P. Brown

Mr. Perry Brown, National Commander of the American Legion, stepped off in Atlanta on Friday on the way from Savannah to Washington in order to visit Georgia Tech. In the short time available between planes, he was shown around the campus by President Blake R. Van Leer. Following the tour, he conferred briefly with Dean Phil B. Narmore, Director Leslie F. Zsuffa. Mr. Brown stated that in his travels throughout the United States he heard so much about Georgia Tech and its achievements that he decided to see it in person.

Commander Brown asked about American Legion plans, he said that more and more emphasis was being placed on service to World War II veterans, many of whom are already filling some of the top positions in the organization. In conclusion, Commander Brown stated that Georgia Tech and its Air, Military and Navy ROTC Units were to be congratulated.
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NICK'S DELICATESSEN
New YMCA Camp Soon Will Be Available to All

By Mark Gregorie

Mr. Charlie Commander, advisor to the YMCA, announced that the new camp site near Roswell will be completed by the fall. This is approximately twenty-two miles from the city.

The purchasing of the land and the buildings was a joint operation partici­pated in by the "Y" and Georgia Tech. The Y Cabinet, using funds it received from Georgia Tech Fees and the concessions in its build­ings, acquired the property to be used in connecting and maintaining active Y plans while Tech plans to send surveying classes out during the summer for a projected six weeks course.

Beautifully Wooded

The tract, on which approximately 68 acres of beautifully wooded land, has a colorful past extending back several hundred years. The land, which forms the boundary be­tween Fulton and Cobb Counties, is named for Chief Wilto, a one-power­ful Indian chief who is said to be killed on the property. And just across the stream atop a bluff rising a hundred or more feet into the air are the remains of a clothing factory used by the Confederate Armies during the Civil War.

The present plans of the "Y" for the camp include as extensive a program for the girls as for the boys. It is hoped that sufficient grills can be built along Willow Creek to accommodate six to eight organi­zations at one time. Similarly there are plans for remodeling the lodge and providing for sleeping space for several persons. However, the main emphasis of the camp will be on the elementary basis with work groups guided out in the afternoon and the evening and activities limited to a new focal year in this area that Buildings and Grounds permits will be included in the process.

To Quarter C's

The Civil Engineering Department has mapped out the course of instruc­tion to be offered on its projected six weeks summer surveying party which will be held in the summer of 1949. According to Professor P. R. Black, "We plan to divide the work into three phases: the first will be devoted to an accurate survey and topography of approximately three acres on the way to the football field, in which lots for residences will be measured and marked, and a twenty-foot water line throughout the tracts along the banks of Willow Creek."

Accommodate All

Thus far the accommodations to the schedule have been satisfactory. The camp consists of a series of one-room cabins and a large hut. The Civil Engineering Department is responsible for the work of the camp and the assistance of the Civil Engineering Department, the Co-operative Club and other campus organi­zations. However, according to Bill LaRoche, president of the Y Cabinet, "Just as soon as the facilities are completed we will be able to accom­modate practically all of the requests for parties and parties, and since the camp is located so conveniently to Atlanta, your requests will be filled without further information."

Dr. Ewing of Columbia Speaks Thursday Nite

Dr. Maurice W. Ewing, professor of geology, Columbia University, New York, and research associate, Wood Hole Oceanographic Institution, Wood Hole, Mass., will present a lecture at Tech, Thursday night, February 17, results of his recent investigations of the North Atlantic ocean basin. Dr. Ewing will be sponsored under the auspices of the Sigma Xi National Lectureship.

Dr. Ewing has recently completed a research working party to supplement geophysical investiga­tions of the Atlantic Basin. The lecture will be given at 8 p.m., Thursday night, February 17, in the YMCA auditorium.

Student Council Minutes

The meeting was called to order by Travis Brannon as President for the January 31 meeting. According to Professor R. P. Black, "The Tech YMCA. Gaungs, dancing, televi­sion stations and refreshments are offered on the program. A good time is assured to all.

Lt. Col. Ralph E. Keysy

To Examine Aviation Cadet Applicants Soon

The opportunity for pilot training and a career as an officer with the United States Air Force which is open to qualified college men will be explained to Ga. Tech men February 20-21 by special Air Force Aviation Cadet Team, Lt. Col. Ralph E. Keysy said today. Male citizens, 20 to 25 years of age, who have been out of school for more or more years of college, will have the opportunity to qualify for the flight training immediately when the traveling Aviation Cadet team meets here at Room 24, A.E. building. The team is headed by Maj. Lowery of the Aviation Cadet wing which is visiting colleges throughout the country.

Men who are accepted for pilot training with the Air Force will receive their basic flight training in Texas, Col. Keysy said. Successful Cadets will be given their pilot's wings and commissions as 2nd Lieute­nants in the Air Force Reserve. Cadets who will go on active duty immediately will be given immediate earn pay and allowances in excess of $500 a month. After two years of training, Aviation Cadet classes begin a times a year and the top men in each class receive their basic flight training in regular Air Force. All gradu­ates have the opportunity to apply for flight training and commissions as active duty officers.

Dr. Quig To Discuss Dr. Joseph Bradley Quig, business executive and textile technologist, at the Chemistry Lecture Hall, on Thurs­day, February 17, at 8:10 p.m. by President Roy Barnes with 27 mem­bers present and Bill Carasik, Marty Good­man, and Estes Mann, Gene Damon, and Jim McKenzie were appointed to the Stuttgart Committee.

Travis Brannon reported that Mr. Jenkins and Full Dress Suits
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The Studios of

By Clyde Brown

Sunday, February 13, marked the first appearance of the Georgia Tech Glee Club. The program which included classical, popular, and spiritual music was received with much enthusiasm by a crowd of approximately 500 people in the Tech gymnasium.

The first part of the program in­cluded selections by the entire group, the Glee Club quartet, and solos by Piercerry, Kendall Morrow, and the Glee Club's very talented piano soloist, Miss Norma Jane Rader.

Second Half

Music from the Glee Club's 1948 road show comprised the second half of the program. The selections, which included such favorites as "The Whiffenpoof Song" and "Cowboys," were very well received by the audience, and the program ended with the singing by the Glee Club of the "Alma Mater" and "Rambler's Week." Near the end of the first part of the program, Marion McCoy, chair­man of the WSSF here at Tech, was in­vited to speak. In his purpose the pur­poses of the WSSF had been explained by McCoy, a collection was made in the audience for the fund.

Ryan-

(Continued from page 1)

to two-one population majority. The Arabs say that awarding Palestine to the Jews would be somewhat similar to giving the Chinese the United States for a home.

Beloved U. S. Efforts

Major Ryan belabored efforts of the United States to solve the problem as being two-faced. He cited the proposed to provide homes for the Jews in other countries wherequestionnaires were sent to the requesting countries. He said a single nation volunteered to accept any of the D.P.'s. The major also pointed out that Russia wants the fighting in Palestine to continue because she is the "backbone" of the Arab Nations which is at present able to send troops to quell the fighting. In that manner she could get her bases into the Mediterranean door of power.

Major Ryan is a 1948 graduate of West Point and is now serving in the Army Office Head­quarters, Third Army, Fort McPherson. Commander of a signal bat­allon in Berlin, he had the oppor­tunity to make an on-the-spot study of the problem.
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Sunday, February 13, marked the first appearance of the Georgia Tech Glee Club. The program which included classical, popular, and spiritual music was received with much enthusiasm by a crowd of approximately 500 people in the Tech gymnasium.

The first part of the program in­cluded selections by the entire group, the Glee Club quartet, and solos by Piercerry, Kendall Morrow, and the Glee Club's very talented piano soloist, Miss Norma Jane Rader.

Second Half

Music from the Glee Club's 1948 road show comprised the second half of the program. The selections, which included such favorites as "The Whiffenpoof Song" and "Cowboys," were very well received by the audience, and the program ended with the singing by the Glee Club of the "Alma Mater" and "Rambler's Week." Near the end of the first part of the program, Marion McCoy, chair­man of the WSSF here at Tech, was in­vited to speak. In his purpose the pur­poses of the WSSF had been explained by McCoy, a collection was made in the audience for the fund.
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to two-one population majority. The Arabs say that awarding Palestine to the Jews would be somewhat similar to giving the Chinese the United States for a home.

Beloved U. S. Efforts

Major Ryan belabored efforts of the United States to solve the problem as being two-faced. He cited the proposed to provide homes for the Jews in other countries wherequestionnaires were sent to the requesting countries. He said a single nation volunteered to accept any of the D.P.'s. The major also pointed out that Russia wants the fighting in Palestine to continue because she is the "backbone" of the Arab Nations which is at present able to send troops to quell the fighting. In that manner she could get her bases into the Mediterranean door of power.

Major Ryan is a 1948 graduate of West Point and is now serving in the Army Office Head­quarters, Third Army, Fort McPherson. Commander of a signal bat­allon in Berlin, he had the oppor­tunity to make an on-the-spot study of the problem.
**The passing of an era**

The day of the veteran is almost over, yet his influence remains.

With the graduating classes of Martin and John having moved away from the campus, the day of the veteran is almost over. During their stay, classes were crowded, problems were hard to solve, and the campus seemed to have been a good four years.

The mature veteran who knew what he wanted and went about getting it in the most efficient and business-like way possible, however, may be in a rare fad awakening upon graduation. College graduates in the past have been recognized by industry and society not for their knowledge they received there but by their wit and wisdom. They observed that colleges and their faculties are often in fact offered a large amount of the atmosphere and climate of the campus values of a more far-reaching nature.

The veteran moving with his brief-case and felt hat has learned his lessons well, but he descended upon the campus in such great numbers that he changed the college instead of the college changing him. It is hoped that when he disregards the campus for college life, he realized he was missing a great part of his education. Many veterans learned to be an excellent technician but he left neglected character and a well-rounded personality—marks of an educated man. Yet the veteran did gain much and he is not being asked to give it back. It is often understandable that he could not have been asked to do so to a greater extent while in college.

Any cheating in the brief-case, felt hat, the flight jacket and GI pants will do more damage to the yellow slicker than it and most certainly won't come out any worse.

**The ethical problem**

Appeals to honor — institution of an honor system — no answer.

Faculty Frownings grading up and down the aisles in final examinations are not enough to prevent cheating in examinations here. The reason is that the faculty members have so little imagination that they are unable to prevent students to cheat. On the contrary, they help it.

College faculies have been recognized by industry and society not for their knowledge they received there but by their wit and wisdom. They observed that colleges and their faculties are often in fact offered a large amount of the atmosphere and climate of the campus values of a more far-reaching nature. The veteran moving with his brief-case and felt hat has learned his lessons well, but he descended upon the campus in such great numbers that he changed the college instead of the college changing him. It is hoped that when he disregards the campus for college life, he realized he was missing a great part of his education. Many veterans learned to be an excellent technician but he left neglected character and a well-rounded personality—marks of an educated man. Yet the veteran did gain much and he is not being asked to give it back. It is often understandable that he could not have been asked to do so to a greater extent while in college.

Any cheating in the brief-case, felt hat, the flight jacket and GI pants will do more damage to the yellow slicker than it and most certainly won't come out any worse.

**THE TECHNIQUE PLATFORM**

1. Student voice in matters of student interest.
2. A strong student union for the Georgia Institute of Technology as an expression of student desires.
3. Better and closer communications with student organizations.
4. A free exchange of ideas among the present generations of fraternities.
5. Improved leadership abilities among the fraternity and its associates, he would have us be.
6. A bettering the faculty-student area of social contacts.

**More Rebuttal to Mr. Whitman**

It is true that our fraternities have faults. But it is remarkable that a group so large as they are has as few faults as it does.

In his article in Colliers for January 8, 1949, on American college fraternities, Howard Whitman said that the system created in his mind when he entered the college in the minds of a few uninitiated students, the American college fraternities are faced with a problem, but they have been found with many similar and more pressing problems since the early part of the last century when the first social fraternity was founded.

**New to Fraternities**

The problems of social stratification and discrimination are comparatively new as major fraternity problems. They were not always as serious as incidents of being "shafted", recognition of our national and local fraternities, as our national and local fraternities have as such public prominence as Mr. Truman or Mr. Roosevelt.

Mr. Whitman believes that the fraternities of the major college campuses where fraternities exist are locked down on by non-fraternity men. It is said that many chapter sections have passed out of existence by the time we are ready to be initiated. The chapter was wrong.

Mr. Whitman believes that the American college fraternity is just before bringing down to the United States and the world. It is true that fraternities are faced with a problem, but they have been faced with many similar and more pressing problems since the early part of the last century when the first social fraternity was founded.

Mr. Whitney, who wrote the article in Colliers for January 8, 1949, on American college fraternities, Howard Whitman, said that the system created in his mind when he entered the college in the minds of a few uninitiated students, the American college fraternities are faced with a problem, but they have been found with many similar and more pressing problems since the early part of the last century when the first social fraternity was founded.

**New to Fraternities**

The problems of social stratification and discrimination are comparatively new as major fraternity problems. They were not always as serious as incidents of being "shafted", recognition of our national and local fraternities, as our national and local fraternities have as such public prominence as Mr. Truman or Mr. Roosevelt.

Mr. Whitman believes that the fraternities of the major college campuses where fraternities exist are locked down on by non-fraternity men. It is said that many chapter sections have passed out of existence by the time we are ready to be initiated. The chapter was wrong.

Mr. Whitman believes that the American college fraternity is just before bringing down to the United States and the world. It is true that fraternities are faced with a problem, but they have been faced with many similar and more pressing problems since the early part of the last century when the first social fraternity was founded.

**New to Fraternities**

The problems of social stratification and discrimination are comparatively new as major fraternity problems. They were not always as serious as incidents of being "shafted", recognition of our national and local fraternities, as our national and local fraternities have as such public prominence as Mr. Truman or Mr. Roosevelt.

Mr. Whitman believes that the fraternities of the major college campuses where fraternities exist are locked down on by non-fraternity men. It is said that many chapter sections have passed out of existence by the time we are ready to be initiated. The chapter was wrong.

Mr. Whitney, who wrote the article in Colliers for January 8, 1949, on American college fraternities, Howard Whitman, said that the system created in his mind when he entered the college in the minds of a few uninitiated students, the American college fraternities are faced with a problem, but they have been found with many similar and more pressing problems since the early part of the last century when the first social fraternity was founded.

**New to Fraternities**

The problems of social stratification and discrimination are comparatively new as major fraternity problems. They were not always as serious as incidents of being "shafted", recognition of our national and local fraternities, as our national and local fraternities have as such public prominence as Mr. Truman or Mr. Roosevelt.

Mr. Whitman believes that the fraternities of the major college campuses where fraternities exist are locked down on by non-fraternity men. It is said that many chapter sections have passed out of existence by the time we are ready to be initiated. The chapter was wrong.

Mr. Whitney, who wrote the article in Colliers for January 8, 1949, on American college fraternities, Howard Whitman, said that the system created in his mind when he entered the college in the minds of a few uninitiated students, the American college fraternities are faced with a problem, but they have been found with many similar and more pressing problems since the early part of the last century when the first social fraternity was founded.
WORLD-WIDE HYPOCRISY

East-West Struggle Strangling United Nations

Although it tries its best to hide it, the world is fast realizing that it can no longer hide its hypocrisy from the public. For that is what the majority of the nations of the world are now engaged in—a policy of high sounds and low actions.

Some few years ago, amidst hope and confidence, the peoples of the world through their "representatives" gathered to join in a world community—the United Nations. Today we see these very same representatives—though loyally professing their approval of a "one world"—gathering to destroy that world community.

They are joining together under one of two banners. As champions of democracy—the West—and as defenders of the common man—the East, they are slowly dividing the world into two units separated by barbed wire. With advancing time each side is increasingly mistrustful of the other, and as mistrust grows, as also grows muscle flexing.

The countries of Western Europe have already banded together in a flabby Federation of Western Europe—an organization complete with advisory powers and nothing else. It is weaker than the United Nations which it is trying to sideline.

Now this nation and those same European nations are meeting to work out a North Atlantic Alliance—an alliance which will benefit everyone and not impose any restrictions upon anyone. Such an alliance if ever developed on that promise would not only be useless but a waste of clean paper.

What will be the fault of the proposed North Atlantic Charter (disregarding of course the delightful threat slitting of the U.N.) will be precisely the same as that which has been at the root of every treaty failure since the inception of modern politics. Specifically, the representatives lie in that each nation which is a party to any international agreement enters with the nation that it will gain a tremendous amount without sacrificing a whit of anything.

Such an attitude has never, and will never, be conducive to success and such an attitude will strangle any group which will ever try to form.

News Briefs

Mindszenty Sentenced

Joseph Cardinal Mindszenty, who took the lead in freeing the Czecho-Slovak ARMS, would have been a world leader, if not a political leader, had not the communist government of Hungary, been converted into an autocratic one. Ministers of all faiths joined to condemn the trial as a farce. Mine Paper, with advisory powers and nothing else. It is weaker than the United Nations which it is trying to sideline.

Storms Hit Northwest

The Northwest which was struck with severe weather last week by a great amount of snow and wind. A sudden and unexpected snowstorm hit again last week. A storm lashed across Washington and Oregon accompanied by heavy rain, snow, and winds up to 63 miles an hour. Wyoming and Washington counties continued to be emergency areas.

Red Spy Ring Revealed

The American military government in Japan revealed that the Russians had a highly efficient spy ring there before the war.

The list of the espionage group reads like a comic book adventure. The report reveals that the Soviets knew about the German invasion of Russia before it happened. This information along with the knowledge that Japan was not preparing to go to war, month before the attack, caused the Japanese to remove vital troops from the Manchurian border.

Native Student Writes Letters On Indonesa

World Events Editor,
The Technique

In The Technique in The Bonn situation represented very divergent views. The picture of a Dutch Shylock in the second article is not pretty, but perhaps there are other views of the situation. In the Bonn situation, the government's friend, Andre Bo, in Soroush, Java, His personal letters to me give a native's viewpoint of his country's politics. His views may also be of interest to some of your readers. You must excuse his struggles with the English language. In a letter last December 6, Mr. Bo wrote from Soroush:

"At the beginning I take an interest in the political movements, but it is annoying at last, because both parties never come to a resolution. I take an interest in the political movements in Berlin: I think it is more important, is it not?"

"The Power"

"The greater part of East and West Java is occupied by the Dutch; the greater part of Center Java is still of the Republic. We must surely appreciate their strive for liberty, but they are weak. The police has no power in the Republic, that is destroyed by the republican sol­diers."

In Indonesia

Regarding the Indonesian revolt which the republicans "put-down" in November, Mr. Bo writes: "I am sending you some newspapers by sea mail. The newspaper of the 25th December is the most interesting, with pictures of the communists being tortured by the republican soldiers. We cannot imagine that one can do such things. It is inhuman, is it not?"

About the Japanese Mr. Bo does not say anything else, but does mention this, "In one of the pictures you see a jap, (head of the Jap M.P. is a Dutchman, a Dutchman, a Dutchman), disguised as an Indonesian. He was caught by some Ambonesian soldiers."

—Malvin W. Jackson

Amst. Prof. of C. E.

Clearance Sale

At the Roller Dome

Paris

42 Forsyth St., N.W.
Across from Grant Bldg.

Hesterfield Laundry

"Theampus Cleaners"

2 Days Regular Service On Cleaning

Special: One Day Service By Request On Cleaning and Laundry.

In By 9 A. M. Out By 5:30 P. M. Same Day.

"Our Work Is Of The Highest Quality"
Jacket Grapplers Take Vandy, 20-13, Saturday

The Yellow Jacket matmen, with the first time, bested the Vanderbilt grapplers in front of approximately 1200 spectators Saturday night in the Tech gym.

Donald Zell, who came to the varsity team in his first varsity match by pinning Vandy’s Emmet Putnam in the 175 pound match. This was the second and final meeting of the two squads this year, in the first meeting three weeks ago, the Jackets won seven matches and tied the other to win 28-2. In last Saturday’s meet the improved Commodores won three matches, one by pin. Although three of the top Jacket heavies were out for the meet, the Vanderbilt grapplers were from one of the replacements.

Independent Cagers Active on Weekend

Independent Cagers had a third straight week of action. The conference mark. Other Tech firsts were Charlie Flowers in the 150 yard backstroke, Timmy Towles, and Oscar Gubbins in the 100 yard freestyle. As usual, Captain Johnny Hiles was all alone in winning the 200 yard freestyle, with his teammate, John Chapman, taking the second place honors. Other Tech firsts were Charlie Flowers in the 150 yard backstroke, and Bert Edelson in the 200 yard freestyle.

Roaring Start

In John Conner, the Duke’s have one of the top collegiate divers in the country. Conner thrilled the Techmen in their over-throw of the Blue Devils. Charlie Flowers, Tommy Towles, and Oscar Crouch topped the 100 yard medley relay time of 3:06.8, covering the distance in 3:05.1, 2.1 seconds better than the conference mark.

Towles Wins

Later in the contest Towles continued his winning ways in the 200 yard freestyle relay by clipping 1.3 seconds off the standing conference record, flying through the water in 2:38.0. This is the third time this season that Towles has bettered the mark against non-conference foes. On March 12, when the conference meet was held in Athens, Towles had his chance to make this record official.

Gobblins of Duke outfighting Tech’s Bobby Harp for the second place position.

Following the backstroke, Towles raced over the 200 yards in his record-breaking freestyle manner, with his teammate, Page Griffin close on his heels. Flashall took the third spot for the Devils and at this point the swimmers of Coach Freddy Lanoue had a cinching lead of 39-20, as 38 points were sufficient to clinch the victory in a dual meet. From here on out, it was Duke all the way.

Jacket Tankmen Defeat Blue Devil Swimmers, 40-35; Break 2 Records

By Bert Edelson

Last Saturday, the Georgia Tech swimmers made their debut before television by coasting to an easy 40-35 victory over an outclassed Duke Blue Devil squad for the Jackets’ fifth win of the season against a lone defeat.
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Later in the contest Towles continued his winning ways in the 200 yard freestyle relay by clipping 1.3 seconds off the standing conference record, flying through the water in 2:38.0. This is the third time this season that Towles has bettered the mark against non-conference foes. On March 12, when the conference meet was held in Athens, Towles had his chance to make this record official.
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Win Here, Lose There

Louisiana State in 1950 and '51 and L. S. U. will in turn be replaced in 1952 by the Jackets were able to avoid the foul route and won handily.

The 210 pound Savannah lad distinguished himself at the left tackle spot last year and was a key man on the team that ended the '48 season by trouncing the Technical Institute team, which has beaten some fair junior college teams, by the stupendous score of 103-36. This was the second time the undefeated frosh Jackets have broken 100.

Final Round of Gawja Series

Omnipresent King Football

Football never seems to stay out of the Tech sports spotlight. The announcement last week that Tennessee will be replaced on the schedule by the Tech gym Wednesday night. The Bulldogs won the opening tilt in an overtime period. After Jim Nolan fouled out, the Jackets were unable to take advantage of the opportunity.

The contest will be the rubber match of the series as the Jackets went down to defeat at Athens last week, 81-58. The second time the undefeated frosh Jackets have broken 100.

Looking at season's record, the Bulldogs got off to a faster start than the Jackets but have hit a slump during the past few weeks. An indication of this is the Athens boys' 49-55 loss to weak Florida last Saturday night, the charges of the Gators who boasted of a roster composed entirely of lads from the native sunshine state.

Other stars who are expected to start for Georgia are forwards Earl Davis and Bob Hanley and guards E. L. Rainey and Little Joe Jordan.

Jacket Leads

In the earlier contests, Schloss has been the scoring king of the series as the Jackets lost to the Blue Devil squad.

In another top feature of the intra-state match, Georgia center Bob Schloss will be pitted against the Jacket captain, "Spud" Jim Nolan. In the earlier contests, Schloss has been held while Nolan has been in the game but has had the back boards when he had no capable opponent.

With their hearts set for nothing more than revenge and satisfaction, Georgia Tech's speedy Yellow Jackets will play host to the Bulldogs in the Tech gym Wednesday night.

Title Cinched

Top Men

In the Gold League, PT&K caved on the final night since they were scheduled for a winner takes all contest.

A hot battle raged hotter for the second position in the Gold standings and in the end, results were decided by 15-9 records. TE Phi, Phi Kappa Sigma, and AE Pi won their final matches to earn a tie.

The contest will be the rubber match of the series as the Jackets dropped ten points in the first game.

Total Pinfall

In the first crucial pinfall for the season, it was TE Phi for the Dukemen who won it by 15-9 records. TE Phi, Phi Kappa Sigma, and AE Pi won their final matches to earn a tie.

The contest will be the rubber match of the series as the Jackets dropped ten points in the first game.

Leaders for the White and Gold are Anderson and Keener in the scoring department while big Barry Blemker was all over the court on the rebounding. Anderson scored 16 points and Keener was close behind with 14.

Florida bounced into an early lead and led 10-4 in the first period. Anderson then found the range with 16-18 and the Gators moved in for the rebound as the Gators scored 26-27 on the board.

Georgia took the lead before the Engineers were able to solve their fast breaking offensive and were never able to keep up the point total as they ended the game with the same point advantage.

With their hearts set for nothing more than revenge and satisfaction, Georgia Tech's speedy Yellow Jackets will play host to the Bulldogs in the Tech gym Wednesday night. The contest will be the rubber match of the series as the Jackets dropped ten points in the first game.
STUDENTS, FACULTY AND FAMILIES
are invited to
GALA OPEN HOUSE
AND
GRAND OPENING
GEORGIA TECH’S NEW “T” ROOM
AT BRITTAIN DINING HALL
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 18

Menu
Grilled Choice Rib Steak with Butter Sauce
or
Fish with Tartar Sauce
French Fried Potatoes  Green Lima Beans
Head Lettuce and Tomatoes with
Thousand Island Dressing
Hot Rolls  Butter
Coffee or Tea  Apple Pie
Served from 11 A. M. to 2:30 P. M.
Only on Cafeteria Line

Table Service at slightly higher prices in ODK Dining Hall and New “T” Room

DOOR PRIZE COUPON
Fill out and drop in box next to cashier on cafeteria serving line. Only one prize will be awarded to each individual. Winners will be announced in February 22 issue of The Technique.

Name: ____________________________
Class: ____________________________
P. O. Box No. _______________________
Good Only on February 18

DOOR PRIZES
$11.00 Meal Book
5.50 Meal Book
5.50 Meal Book